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Welcome!
▷ Who we are
▷ Today's goals

○ Quick coverage of encrypted traffic
○ How this affects Zeek, RITA, and AC-Hunter
○ How to handle encrypted traffic

▷ Threat Hunter Community Discord
○ https://discord.gg/6tHmJCtc
○ #live-webcast-chat
○ #acm-webcast-content

■ PDF of these slides

https://discord.gg/6tHmJCtc


Encrypted traffic on the wire
▷ Can see headers

○ IP addresses
○ Protocol, ports, flags

▷ Can't see payload
○ Request placed or destination URL
○ Malware, watermarks, spam
○ Hurts signature IDS





Common types
▷ HTTPS (TLS/SSL)

○ and smtps, imaps, pop3s….

▷ VPN
○ ipsec, openvpn, others

▷ SSH
○ including all tunneled traffic

▷ DNS over TLS, DNS over HTTPS...



Unencrypted DNS
▷ Originally unencrypted

○ UDP and TCP port 53
○ Multicast DNS (UDP port 5353)
○ LLMNR (UDP and TCP port 5355)

▷ Can identify who even if we can't see what
▷ Netbios



Encrypted DNS
▷ Encrypted options

○ DNS over TLS (TCP port 853)
○ DOH (DNS over HTTPS (TCP port 443)
○ In construction: Oblivious DOH, DNS over QUIC

▷ Tougher to see who
▷ Blog on Name lookup

○ https://www.activecountermeasures.com/alternative-dns-techniques/

https://www.activecountermeasures.com/alternative-dns-techniques/


Options
▷ Not causing problems for security tools

○ Leave traffic as is

▷ Causing visibility problems
○ Block entirely

■ Must be able to identify with a firewall/IDS

○ Force through a proxy
■ Traffic unmodified, to log connections
■ Decrypt, inspect, encrypt, send on

● Needs client trust
● Privacy issues

▷ Provide service internally



Identifying Encrypted Traffic
▷ SSH

○ "SSH-"

▷ TLS
○ Can identify encryption types

▷ Zeek can find these and flag them



Analysis (Threat Hunting)
▷ Can't see what was said

○ Payload and metadata

▷ Can still see:
○ Beacons/Strobes
○ Long connections
○ Connections to Threat Intel hosts
○ TLS

■ Ja3 encryption negotiation (client signature)
■ certificate

▷ DNS - depends



Encrypted Traffic in Zeek logs



Exploit Detection in Certificates



Sunburst Anomaly



Retrospective Detection Made Easy
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SSH Visibility Starts In Open Source



And Continues With Corelight’s ETC



Encrypted Traffic: RITA, AC-Hunter
▷ Most Threat Hunt techniques still work

○ Beacons, Strobes, Long connections, Threat Intel, 
Client Signature, Certificate

▷ Potential issues
○ DNS: encrypted or not?
○ Unexpected Protocol



References and Questions
▷ https://assets.corelight.com/portals/jsnbhy7x/zeekposter
▷ https://corelight.blog/2020/12/22/detecting-sunburst-solarigate-activity-in-retrospe

ct-with-zeek-a-practical-example/
▷ https://corelight.blog/2020/06/18/dns-over-tls-and-dns-over-https/
▷ https://corelight.blog/2020/06/16/the-light-shines-even-brighter-updates-to-coreligh

ts-encrypted-traffic-collection/
▷ https://corelight.blog/2020/05/13/analyzing-encrypted-rdp-connections/
▷ https://corelight.blog/2020/01/17/day-1-detection-cve-2020-0601/
▷ https://www.activecountermeasures.com/free-tools/rita/
▷ https://www.activecountermeasures.com/ac-hunter-features/
▷ https://www.corelight.com/about-zeek/how-zeek-works
▷ https://corelight.blog/2019/12/06/detecting-openbsd-cve-2019-19521-ssh-exploit-a

ttempts/
▷ https://www.activecountermeasures.com/alternative-dns-techniques/
▷ https://corelight.blog/2019/11/20/introducing-corelight-encrypted-traffic-collection/
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Thanks!
▷ Ed, Vijit, John, and Roger from Corelight
▷ Shelby from Active Countermeasures
▷ Presenters Alex and Bill


